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◦ Mutual needs being met

◦ Emotional commitment to each other

◦ Focus on relationship is on theFocus on relationship is on the 
patient/client
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◦ Work extensions:  Do you provide these or 
give main number?  Why or why not?
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◦ “But the social worker brought me 
pictures of her grandchildren”.
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◦ Romantic involvement
◦ Receiving or giving gifts (other than token 

gifts)
◦ Dual relationships

Caring for family or friends
◦ Visiting patients on off-time
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◦ There are occasional emergency situations

◦ Taking patient for ride in worker’s car
◦ Going to the store or pharmacy

◦ Must have life and connection “out of 
work”

◦ Good check: “Would I tell my manager◦ Good check:  Would I tell my manager 
about this?”
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◦ This assumes you’re available 24/7
◦ Can be set up for other team members

◦ Caller ID available - can BLOCK your home 
number (no charge)

◦ “I work 8 to 4:30 and have Fridays off”
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◦ Should be same “script” that all clinicians 
use - giving same information

◦ Need to always leave a vacation message 
that’s clear: Begin immediately with:   
“This is an away message,etc….”

◦ Do not give personal email addresses -
i M ’ ilyou can give Manager’s agency email 

address

◦ Do not “friend” any patients or family 
members
◦ Do not say “yes” to requests from patientsDo not say yes  to requests from patients
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◦ Can burden patient and family
◦ Whose hour is this??

◦ What are worker’s responsibilities/tasks?

◦ When in doubt, “pause” and be hesitant to 
share
◦ Ask yourself: “Why am I sharing this?” or 

acronym:W.A.I.T.:  “Why am I talking?”

“Y I d h hild ”◦ “Yes, I do have children”
◦ “I live in the Merrimack Valley”
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◦ Am I completing my tasks?
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◦ Not to accept gifts from patientsg
◦ Solution is to suggest they donate to 

agency

◦ Would I feel okay telling my manager about 
this?

◦ Family made cookies, etc.
◦ Family picked flowers from garden
◦ What would be consequences if clinician 

refused?
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◦ “We need more help - I have five more 
i d ”patients to see today”

◦ “I had a fight with my manager”

◦ “Why am I here?”
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◦ Visit is about patient’s needs

◦ Burdens the patient and the family
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◦ This relationship will end
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◦ “Head still in work!!”
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◦ “Sure I can stay longer than the hour”

◦ “No one else can connect like I can”

◦ Share our ”lessons learned”!!
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◦ Importance of being open and not defensivep g p

◦ “Patient told me you gave her your home 
telephone number and asked for mine..”

◦ Example of “touchy/feely clinician”
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